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Following the announcement of  the verdict ,
Arbeed visited the National Assembly building and
met with the speaker. He said he will carry out his
election pledges.

In another development, Prime Minister Sheikh Jaber
Al-Mubarak Al-Sabah yesterday sent a letter to MPs
Shuaib Al-Muwaizri and Riyadh Al-Adasani asking for
more explanation of the grilling they have filed against
him. The premier asked two lawmakers to specifically
pinpoint the alleged violations he has committed in

order to prepare the answers for their allegations dur-
ing the debate scheduled to be held on May 10.

The premier insisted that the grilling does not
include any specific accusation or issue and accordingly
violates the internal charter of the Assembly and is not
good for debate. Sheikh Jaber however did not make
any reference to the other grilling amid reports that a
ministerial committee is studying it to determine if the
grilling is constitutional or not. Adasani’s response came
very quick as the lawmaker said that after all the expla-
nation we have provided, the prime minister comes
now to ask for more.

Constitutional Court declares votes...
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The 82-year-old Abbas made the trip to Washington
while politically unpopular back home, with polls sug-
gesting most Palestinians want him to resign.  Abbas’s
term was meant to expire in 2009, but he has remained
in office with no elections held. He will be hoping Trump
can pressure Israel into concessions he believes are nec-
essary to salvage a two-state solution to one of the
world’s longest-running conflicts. 

Palestinians are watching closely, including the leader
of the radical Hamas movement Khaled Meshaal, who
called on Trump to break with past approaches to Middle
East peace.”This is a historic opportunity to pressure
Israel... to find an equitable solution for the Palestinian
people,” he told CNN.Hamas on Tuesday released a policy
document that for the first time indicates a willingness to
accept the idea of a Palestinian state within the borders
that emerged after the 1967 Arab-Israeli war, although it
stops short of recognizing Israel. Palestinian officials have

seen their cause overshadowed by worry over global
concerns such as the war in Syria and Islamic State group
jihadists, and want Trump’s White House to bring it back
to the forefront.

One of Trump’s top advisers, Jason Greenblatt, held
wide-ranging talks with both Israelis and Palestinians
during a visit in March. Abbas and Trump spoke by
phone on March 11, and there are suggestions the US
president could visit the Middle East this month. A group
of three influential Republican senators have called on
Trump to ask Abbas to stop funding Palestinian prisoners
and their families.  That could prose major domestic polit-
ical headaches for Abbas, as he battles unpopularity and
challenges from rival factions. According to former White
House official Dennis Ross, Trump was helping Abbas by
extending the White House invite. But mutual distrust
between Palestinians and Israelis will be a formidable, if
not impossible, barrier for Trump to overcome. “The gap
between the parties has probably never been greater,”
said Ross.-—AFP 

Trump to relaunch Mideast peace talks
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who is “co-conspirator 2” in the American legal docu-
ments. Sheikh Ahmad has denied all wrongdoing, though
he resigned from the FIFA Council on Saturday. He also
withdrew his candidacy to retain his seat in an election of
Asian soccer leaders scheduled next Monday in Manama,
Bahrain. The IOC said in a statement Saturday that the

sheikh informed the IOC and FIFA ethics panels of the alle-
gations. Sheikh Ahmad has been an IOC member for 25
years and has led the Asian Olympic body, which was cre-
ated by his father, since 1991. Since being elected presi-
dent of the global group of national Olympic committees,
known as ANOC, in 2012, Sheikh Ahmad has gained a rep-
utation as the most important powerbroker in Olympic
elections and hosting votes, with Al-Musallam as his clos-
est aide.— AP 

Swim body monitoring VP role in FIFA’s...
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A southern offensive has slowed down since it
crossed the borders of Taiz province, they said. “Taiz is
part of the north, and southerners would not fight
beyond their borders. Taking them there was a big
challenge,” one UAE military officer said. The wealthy
UAE is a powerful player in the Saudi-led military
coalition fighting in a civil war that contains conflicts
within conflicts. 

The alliance backs President Abd-Rabbu Mansour
Hadi’s internationally-recognized government, based
in Aden, against an Iranian-aligned Houthi rebel
movement which holds the capital Sanaa. More than
10,000 people have been killed since March 2015 and
the country faces a humanitarian disaster as millions
of people go hungry. Hardline anti-Western groups
Al-Qaeda and Islamic State have taken advantage of
the chaos to press their own plans.

The capture of Mukalla from Al-Qaeda in April last
year was a highpoint for the UAE-sponsored force.
Lying on the Gulf  of  Aden,  i t  is  the capital  of
Hadramout province, which contains most of Yemen’s
oil resources. The port once provided Al-Qaeda with
millions of dollars in customs duties before the
30,000-strong force drove them into the nearby
mountains. Twelve months on, a semblance of nor-
mality has returned to the dusty, crowded streets
although destroyed vehicles left by Al-Qaeda fighters
still lie on the roadsides and nervous young soldiers
man checkpoints that suggest the fragility of their
military gains.

Discipline
The UAE concentrated its efforts on building a

Yemeni force since it reduced its own troops’ frontline

exposure following a Houthi missile attack which
killed scores of UAE and other Gulf soldiers in eastern
Marib province in September 2015. “I always knew
how to handle weapons, but the UAE army taught us
military discipline and gave us jobs,” said Ahmed Al-
Khashaf, a lanky soldier in ill-fitting fatigues who was
guarding the port. Senior UAE military officers say
their forces have trained and pay more than 11,000
Yemeni soldiers from Hadramout and 14,000 from
Aden and three provinces. Unity is elusive, however.
“In Yemen, a Hadrami will fight only with another
Hadrami.  It is important to keep it in regional blocs
when you build battalions,” said a senior UAE military
official, speaking on condition of anonymity.

But the war effort may now take second place to
local fervor to revive a southern state, bolstered by
the recapture of Aden from the Houthis by coalition
forces in July 2015. The former South Yemen, which
had Aden as its capital, united with North Yemen in
1990 after a brief 1986 war. Now local forces appear to
be prioritizing the fight on their front door over those
in lands they regard as a foreign country. “If there is
no peace with the north, we will just split away,”
Hadramout provincial governor General Ahmad Bin
Bourek said at his heavily guarded residence in
Mukalla. 

In Aden, 480 km to the west of Mukalla, divisions
have already started to mount between Hadi and pro-
secession troops. Street protests have taken place
against a decision by Hadi last week to sack Aidaroos
Al-Zubaidi, a secessionist and the UAE-backed gover-
nor of Aden. The participation of masked fighters kit-
ted out in UAE-issued military gear could render the
Gulf state’s involvement in Yemen’s conflict even more
complex.- Reuters

UAE building up regional army in troubled...

CARACAS: Venezuelan National Guard personnel in riot gear charge on opposition demonstrators during a
protest against Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro yesterday. Venezuelaís angry opposition rallied yester-
day - vowing huge street protests against President Nicolas Maduroís plan to rewrite the constitution and
accusing him of dodging elections to cling to power despite deadly unrest. — AFP


